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COUNTRYSIDE EXPERIENCE OPEN DAY, 27TH OF JUNE
Dunecht estate operates a Countryside experience open day for local primary schools of
Dunecht, Echt and Skene. This year’s event was organised by Bob Booth from Dunecht Estates
and is typically held every two or three years which is sufficient to allow every pupil attending
one of these schools to attend the event.
Dunecht estate invites approximately one hundred pupils to their schools open day which
represents classes of the senior pupils within each of the schools. During the day pupils can see
demonstrations and presentations of some of the activities that are conducted within the estate.
These activities include fishing, deer stalking, forestry, vermin control, agriculture and grouse
moor management. The activities are represented and presented by the estate professionals who
work within these areas of the estate. The displays for each activity are arranged in a circular
route around the stately home of Dunecht house.
In some cases heavy machinery had been transported to the displays to give the pupils a
real indication of the activities that are conducted within the estate. For example heavy forestry
equipment was seen working and handling tree trunks as demonstrated by the estate foresters.
Agricultural equipment was on display as represented by the agricultural staff. Cross country
vehicles were exhibited by the deer stalkers and grouse moor management teams. In each case
the estate workers were dressed in attire appropriate to their job including forestry protective
clothing or a full set of estate tweeds as worn by the shooting and fishing staff. In all it made for
a very impressive display.
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The pupils were split into groups of approximately fifteen pupils each group was
accompanied by a school teacher and a member of Dunecht estate management staff that
ensured that the group progresses around the route of displays within a reasonable timescale.
The route around the stately home is approximately one mile in length; half way around the
route the pupils were served refreshments to help them on their way.
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This year Aberdeen and District Beekeepers Association were invited to host a stand on beekeeping. Bob
advised us that the pupils were given the option as to who should be invited and at the pupils request beekeeping was
invited. On previous years the fire service has hosted a demonstration.
To facilitate this year’s beekeeping demonstration Malcolm Watson, Association secretary, together with Olya
and Lindsey Macaulay, Association newsletter coordinators, created a beekeeping display that served in addition to the
estate presentations. To help demonstrate beekeeping Malcolm brought along a fully assembled National Beehive with
the brood and super frames containing illustrations of the comb and bees, a virtual bee colony.
This unit gave the pupils an appreciation of the workings of a beehive. To support this display Olya conducted
an initial presentation on honeybees and beekeeping together with the products of the hive, pictures of Crathes apiary
were shown together with examples of comb foundation which the pupils could touch and smell. The display was
completed with an observation hive with live bees which the pupils could study close up. Our display was housed
within two gazebos which we put to good use to protect us from the poor weather conditions of the day; it was sited in
front of the stately home of Dunecht house which gave a magnificent backdrop.

The live bees were a major source of interest for the pupils and accompanying staff. From the questions that
were asked by the pupils it was clear that they had a genuine interest in bees and that they had studied the subject in
some depth; I suspect some of these pupils shall soon be beekeepers themselves.
The Countryside experience open day concluded with a lunch in the form of soup and sandwiches for the
participants. Feedback to Bob from the schools after the event confirmed that this was a very informative day for the
pupils, one that they shall remember for many years and give them a better understanding of their environment and
the workings of the countryside.
Lindsey Macaulay
ENVIRONMENT DAY IN DUTHIE PARK.
This year we attended and hosted a beekeeping stand at this year’s environment day in Duthie park.
The event has been running since 2014 and a beekeeping display has been present since its inception. This year
the beekeeping display was hosted by Joan Gilbert-Stevens, Olya Macaulay and Lindsey Macaulay.
Every year this event gains in popularity but unfortunately this year the weather was against us with heavy
thunder and rain storms predicted. For those brave enough to venture out and weather the storm we displayed a
selection of products of the hive and the bees played a valuable role within an observation hive. Getting the bees out of
their warm hive and into the observation hive on the morning of the show proved more than a little challenging but in
the end they were well received by the viewing public.
-Lindsey Macaulay

YOUR ASSOCIATION
NEEDS YOU
Aberdeen and District Beekeepers’
Association operates through the
goodwill of those members who are
prepared to give up a little of their
time to keep the show on the road.
If you think you might be able to
help out but want to know a bit
more about what’s involved, why
not ring David Morland
on 07768244420 for a chat?
HONEY WANTED
If you would like to sell your honey in buckets,
saving the need to jar and label it, I will pay a
good price for any Scottish honey, including
rape honey.
Please e mail me, tonyharris316@gmail.com
or phone me 07884496246 (leave a message).
- Tony Harris

Members’ Events
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SEPTEMBER EVENTS

1-3rd Scottish Honey Show – Camperdown Park,
Dundee

8-10th SBA Autumn Convention – Ayr Race
Course.

17th – Closing Date for SBA Exams
23rd – Demonstration – Baking for the honey
show. – Event now cancelled
30th – 1st Oct SBA are running a two day classroom
based course on swarm control at Elgin hosted by
Moray Beekeepers.
Cost is £120 refreshments, lunch and notes are provided.
For further info, please search under 'events' on the SBA
website.

JAPANESE TRAIN DRONES TO COLLECT POLLEN!
If this sounds a bit far-fetched, let me assure you it’s fact.
However, the drones are not the lazy bees that we all know very well, but micro-machines that Japanese
roboticist Eijiro Miyako is developing as a solution to take some of the workload off honeybees and increase crop yields.
Miyako is responding to the dwindling number of honeybees worldwide: Varroa Destructor, pesticides and climate
change have combined to reduce numbers by as much as 44% in 2015-2016 in the US alone.
Without bees, the UN warns, many crops and plants will struggle to thrive and reproduce, crippling the £465
billion worth of food production globally. So Miyako has developed ‘drone bees’, their bellies covered in horse hair that
has been covered in a sticky gel to pick up, and redistribute, pollen. When the robot drone (1.5cm x a.5cm quadcopters
bought from a local toy store and weighing just 15g) lands on the next flower, the pollen rubs off – resulting in the
world’s first artificial pollinator!
One challenge for the drones is to recognise the flowers they have already visited
– something that real bees achieve thanks to an electric charge that serves as a reminder.
Miyako is confident that his bees will get there at some point, his goal being to create a
swarm of robotic bees that are going to ‘self think’ and recognise images of flowers they
have already been to.
Hair matters. Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta have
an idea on how to refine the design of future robotic bees – by improving their ‘fur’. The
average honeybee is covered in 3 million hairs, even on its eyes. The hairs are placed to
ensure the bee picks up as much pollen as possible. The amount of hairs on a bee’s legs
are five times denser than the ones on its eyes. The scientists found that the gap between
each hair is the width of dandelion pollen – about 45 micrometres. The hairs help bees
sweep up nearly 15,00 pollen particles from one flower to the next – effectively making
the insect carry up to 30% of its body weight in pollen!
The bottom line is, for effective cross-pollination, future robot bees have to have hairs. A smooth robot leg
covered in wax has been developed – but it picked up four time less pollen that a real bee’s leg!
There are other efforts going on around the world to save bees – and our crops.
The US semiconductor giant intel has recently equipped 10,000 Tasmanian honeybees with tracking chips to
follow their trails. By using radio frequency identification (RFID) tags mounted on the bees backs, they monitored if the
bees deviated from their normal behaviour. The chips used are 2.5mm long, 0.4mm thick and weigh 5.4mg – about half
the 12g load of water, nectar or pollen a bee can carry. Special RFID readers placed at hive entrances of feeders collect
data which can be analysed if the hive collapses or suffers some significant reduction in numbers. Results are said to be
trickling in, allowing researchers to better understand bee behaviour and their responses to various stress factors. The
scientists can now better predict changes in the life expectancy of bees, especially if they have been exposed to stressors
such as pesticides, pathogens, parasites and poor diet.
Source: Professional Engineering, May 2017.
Thanks to Innes Simson ADBKA for forwarding this article
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CHARITY BEE TATTOO BECOMES 10,000-STRONG SWARM
An estimated 10,000 people around the world have had tattoos of bees as part of a fundraising initiative to raise
money for the victims of the Manchester bombing.
The Manchester Bee Tattoo appeal has raised more than £520,000 since it was launched shortly after the attack
at the city's arena killed 22 people and injured 250. The initiative asked the world's tattoo artists to ink the city's bee
symbol on to people for a suggested donation of £50.
The worker bee motif appears on dustbins, lampposts, bollards and paving stones in Manchester. It was first used
during the industrial revolution, intended as a tribute to Mancunians' work ethic and community spirit.
Samantha Barber, the Manchester- based tattoo artist who started the campaign, said it would be impossible to
count the exact number of bee tattoos that had been done as part of the appeal, as hundreds of studios - from the US to
Europe to Australia - had taken part.
However, she said that 10,000 was a good estimate as some people had donated a little
more and some a little less than the recommended £50.
A statement on the appeal's Just Giving crowd funding page, currently the fifth largest
appeal on the site, said Manchester tattoo artists had "come together to show true northern spirit"
by launching the campaign.
"They pledged to dedicate a full day in order to tattoo as many Manchester Bees as
possible as a lasting symbol of Manchester's courage, strength and defiance, whilst raising
money for the families affected by this terrible tragedy," it read.
Barber says she launched the campaign because she wanted to find a way to help
victims and their families following the bombing. "Before [the bomb] people would get that
tattoo as a symbol of being from Manchester, but this gave people an outlet just to show their
support for the victims and as a symbol of strength."
The design of bee tattoo an individual received depended on the artist and the studio
they visited. On one occasion Barber spent 18 hours straight inking bee tattoos onto people.
"After four or five it's automatic," she says.
"Most of the people getting the tattoo had never had a tattoo before, which I wasn't
expecting," says Barber. " I wasn't expecting it to resonate with people as it did. A lot of the time
tattooists tattoo peopie who are into tattoos, but there were so many people outside of the people
we normally get to meet who were coming forward," she says. " I tattooed a few people who
were over 70 and 80 years old. They never expected that they would walk into a tattoo studio."
Kim Young, a 58-year-old retired NHS manager from Stalybridge, got her first ever
tattoo as part of the campaign. " I thought I was just going to have a httle one, but they didn't
have a little stencil, so the one I've got is bigger than I expected. But I love it now," she says.
Her bee tattoo is on the inside of her wrist and is about one and half inches square. "For
me it was about supporting Manchester and being proud of coming from Manchester.
"But of course the campaign is not contained to Manchester," she says. "It's gone nationwide and there are salons
in New York and Australia that have taken up the cause as well."
Young says the most nerve wracking thing was telling her 83-year-old mum about it. "That was a bad moment.
She didn't say anything which was worse than her saying something... She's so happy with what the appeal has achieved
though that I think she's got used to it now."
The bee logo was first used by Manchester to symbolise the city's productivity and sense of community.
Frances Perraudin, North of England reporter
Thanks to Malcolm Watson for forwarding this article.
TURRIFF SHOW
The participation of the ADBKA within the Industrial Tent at the Turriff Show has been ongoing for a
number of years and this year was no exception. The opportunity for members of the public to taste a
number of different honey types is always popular and this year there was a much larger selection of honey
available. The public is always surprised when they taste the difference between rape seed, blossom and
heather honey and this always opens up a number of questions as to why there is such a difference in taste,
colour and texture. The inspection hive is always very busy as everyone wants to find the Queen and again
there was a raft of questions to answer regarding beekeeping, the plight of bees at this time and what can be
done to ensure they are given as much chance of survival as possible.
Joan Gilbert-Stevens

